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M
artin Smith Opticians was established in

2004 by Martin and Hazel Smith and, as

reported in the October issue, is the

first practice in the UK to offer the

Paskal 3D refraction system. In Through

the Pinhole this month, we speak to dispensing optician

Sue Edwards BSc FBDO, who has been with the practice

almost from day one.  

MEETING OF MINDS

Sue Edwards, like many people, didn’t start out in optics –
as she explains: “After qualifying with a degree in management
sciences, I started my career in marketing for a finance
company in London before moving into PR for a national
construction company in Lincoln. What I didn’t know then
was what great training that would be for my current career.
I loved the organisations I worked for and enjoyed chatting
with people, and my passion was something I took with me
when I moved into optics.” 

Sue’s move came about when recession hit the
construction industry. She recalls: “My then father-in-law had
four practices, and invited me to join him. I knew nothing
about optics at that stage beyond my own experiences of
being a spectacle wearer from the age of four.” 

Sue completed the ABDO dispensing course in 1996 at
the same time as working to upgrade the older practices
and open two more. She says: “All that gave me plenty of
experience of both bringing up older practices that were a
bit tired and starting new ones from scratch.” 

After some years, Sue was looking for a new challenge.
She says: “I was self-employed in 2004, and marketing
myself as the locum who would work like you would in your
own business. I hand picked good quality independents, the
sort of businesses I still admire, and wrote to them.” In
2004 Martin Smith bought his practice. Sue says: “I dropped
a note into Martin’s practice after he had just bought it. He
was so different – a dynamic young man in his 20s. It just
felt fresh and exciting and from day one we got on. I’m
tennis obsessed, Martin loves cycling, and we both have
endless energy.” 

Sue continues: “I have been practice manager now for
three years and we have driven the practice forward based
on the highest clinical standards and investment in technology,
alongside individuality in frame buying and patient relationship
development. Martin trusts me with everything out the front
and he concentrates on the clinical aspects. I can select the
brands and lenses I want, with financial control. We check in
once a week and that works for us.”

BESPOKE APPROACH

Looking back at the early days of the practice, Sue says:
“The first thing we did to make the practice stand out was
a complete refit. We went around Optrafair and had designs
drawn, but what I noticed was the tendency for every
optical practice to appear the same, so we did everything
bespoke. We picked a local specialist in commercial
interiors, APSS, to design the practice for us – their first
optical practice. 

“I like to travel and in Paris I had taken photos of
practice designs that I liked. I also looked at practical
aspects like dusting. Our design is clean and gorgeous. We
have an enormous piece of curved joinery with our own
distinctive design of frame bars, and everyone says it looks
amazing. The practice stands out: it is modern but appeals
to the more mature person, and it is very comfortable. It
fits for everyone of all ages.”

It was at this point that Sue’s background in PR and
marketing became key. She says: “From the practice
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redesign I could run with the PR. I identified
a publication that met our target market,
and have worked closely with them ever
since. I send press release about awards, the
latest brands, we run events, and we shout
about it all the time. I advertise regularly in
the publications that work well for us. Our
PR never ends.”

One of the events that Martin Smith
Opticians offers is colour and style days.
Sue explains: “We pay a colour analyst for
the day and bring customers in. They book
ahead for half an hour of advice on what
suits them, and there is no requirement to
spend. We also do open days and charity
events. It gets customers in between their
eye tests and I feel we really get to know
them.” As well as in-practice events, Martin
Smith Opticians sponsors exceptional
people. Sue says: “Sean Hodkin is the British
number one tennis player under 18, and we
provide his eyewear. We also sponsor local
cycling clubs.” Sue ensures that the practice
is part of the local community too. She
says: “We talk to people in the local florist,
dry cleaners and tea shop, and we support
their businesses. We are all a little way off
the High Street so we all work together.”

Alongside local PR, Sue aims to ensure

that the practice team has a focus on
excellence and enters for awards. She says:
“I have incredible team. We have had in-
house training from Simon Burgess via
SightCare. I’m on SightCare’s forums every
day, in-putting and learning from other
practices. Then I do a lot of staff training
myself, and bring the lens suppliers in for
training days. I’m keen on having well
qualified staff, and have another full-time
DO as well as myself, and I will support
staff who want to specialise. Training really
can set you apart from everyone else. I’ve
also found that you have to enter for awards,
as they distinguish you from the multiples.”

Sue continues: “2015 was an exciting
year as Martin won the highly acclaimed
AOP Optometrist of the Year, and was a
finalist for the 2015 Optician Award for
Optometrist of the Year. I was a finalist in
the 2017 Optician Award for Dispensing
Optician of the Year. Martin and the team
are now finalists in the 2018 AOP awards
for Optical Team of the Year.”

RADICAL ACHIEVEMENTS

The clinical side of the practice is another area
where everyone aims for excellence. “Martin
Smith was the youngest person to achieve the

Doctor of Optometry qualification in the UK,
then he added independent prescribing,” Sue
explains. “Alongside working in practice, Martin
focused his doctorate research on cataract,
macular characteristics and lens opacities, with
many of our patients involved in this vital
research. He now has a certificate in glaucoma
and is working towards a higher certificate,
and we often get referrals from other
practices. He doesn’t stop!”

Sue and Martin are always scoping out
the latest developments in optics. She says:
“Last year we attended Optrafair. We were
looking around separately and Martin
messaged me to come and see something.
That turned out the be the ground-breaking
Paskal 3D refraction system, which we
launched in our practice in October. 

“We are the first practice in the UK to
introduce this new sight testing experience
to our patients, and Martin calls this the
most radical change in sight testing for 150
years. I’m really excited by it. It uses
polarised filters to allow you to test one
eye, but with both eyes open. It is so
simple, yet it makes things faster. To keep
both eyes open for the sight test is more
relaxing, more enjoyable, and I’m sure more
practices will adopt it.”

Reflecting on the way the practice has
developed, Sue says: “We are not the place
to come if you want to browse on your
own. We talk to everyone who comes in,
and we help them choose frames rather
than leaving them to browse. We are
booked four weeks ahead, and do all our
first and second recalls by phone. We can
talk to people that way, ensure that they
book and take notes on what they need.

“We switched over from reminder
letters around two years ago. It is easier and
people expect it now. We know that’s not
for everyone, but it is a key part of our
practice. We continually aim to provide the
service that makes independent practice
great. I love the work, I love talking with
patients – and I feel that we are doing the
best job we possibly can.”Dr Martin Smith demonstrates the Paskal 3D refraction system
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